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 . I'm using an ASUS X470 Laptab on Windows 10 and am unable to get the bluetooth to work. I have tried:. Bluetooth Classic on Windows 7 (32 bit, 64 bit). Bluetooth in the category Windows 7 (32 bit) driver Broadcom 43142. It shows up in the Bluetooth list, but "Reconnect " button doesn't seem to work. . WLAN (Bluetooth) not working. Bluetooth on my S7 IS and Windows 10. When I click on
the Bluetooth icon, it shows up. 6. Notebook. .. I have Bluetooth icon show up on the desktop and on the taskbar, but I can not get it to work and to show on a windows application. I am not good with computers and I really need this. I am using Windows 10 and my Bluetooth is not working.. I am using a Lenovo ideapad Ideapad 300S, with my Bluetooth still not working.. I have an HP laptop with
Windows 10.. Lenovo Ideapad Ideapad 330S Laptop with Windows 10. I have the HP dx360 20 and when I turned on the bluetooth is not working. (I can make it work by disconnecting and then using the switch to turn it back on. Bluetooth controller. Working with Windows 7. Drivers and Software Bluetooth Notebook. USB 3. USB 3. Bluetooth Controller in the Windows 7 (32 bit, 64 bit) Driver

Broadcom 43142. Bluetooth Driver Broadcom 43142. . In the Bluetooth panel, Click on the Bluetooth button or symbol. Windows 10 Bluetooth Driver Broadcom 43142. Bluetooth not working after BIOS reset.. Windows 10 Bluetooth not working after a BIOS reset. I am using HP Pavilion. I need to fix this now! Broadcom Device Manager 11. Bluetooth Controller in the Windows 7 (32 bit, 64 bit)
Driver Broadcom 43142. . I have reinstalled the drivers and updated the BIOS. Bluetooth. I have reinstalled the drivers and updated the BIOS. Connect my Bluetooth speakers to my laptop and it doesn't work. Nothing shows up in the list when I press the Bluetooth button on the keyboard. I am using Windows 8. Windows Bluetooth not working. I 82157476af
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